Insurance Check List
This form is designed to help your determine the true insurance value of your
vehicle and its accessories / modifications. Further having established this value it
provides a list of questions you should ask all insurers when obtaining a quote.
TCIS
Is the policy an agreed value contract

Alternate

Yes

If agreed value, does this value include all
accessories as listed on the back of this form?

Yes

If a market value contract is the value
increased by your accessories in the case
of total loss?

Yes

Does the policy cover all legal modifications?

Yes

Are you covered anywhere in Australia
ie on beaches, barges and off designated tracks?

Yes

Does the policy have limits on recovery costs?

No

Does the policy cover recovery gear

Yes

Does the policy extend to include your fridge

Yes

Does the policy include your GPS / HF radio etc.

Yes

It is strongly recommended your ask alternate insurers to
confirm their answers in writing!
If they won’t – you may not be covered
Please complete your Vehicle Valuation guide on the reverse of this form
before obtaining insurance quotes- Append your valuation guide to any
quote request.

Vehicle Valuation Guide
Insurable Value: Motor Vehicle Insurance is an indeminty contract not new for
old. Your Insurable Value must take depreciation into account.
Item

Date
Purchased

Purchase
Price

Insurable
Value

Base vehicle
Bull bar
Driving lights
Winch
Replacement seating *
Cargo barrier
Lift kit * #
Heavier suspension * #
Rims & tyres * #
Front diff locker #
Rear diff locker #
Engine chip * #
Dual battery
Air compressor
Side steps
Roof rack
Rear wheel carrier
Long range fuel tank
Drawer system
Seat covers
GPS system
Replacement engine * #
Snorkel
Tow bar
UHF / CB radio
HF radio
Roof awning
Fridge #
Recovery gear #
Water tanks
Total Insurable Value

$

* These items are replacements for existing items on your vehicle. The
value of your vehicle will not increase by the full cost of these items.
# Warning! Many insurers will NOT cover vehicles with these
modifications – please ensure any other insurer confirms cover in writing

